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Breaking Bad Season 5 - Nothing Stops This Train  

Introduction 

1) Do you ever watch American series? Do you watch in English or in your own language? 

2) Have you ever seen Breaking Bad? What do you about the series? 

3) Would you enjoying working in TV? Do you think visiting a film set would be fun? 

A former high school chemistry teacher is diagnosed with lung cancer and starts cooking crystal 

meth, a powerful and addictive narcotic, with a former pupil. They become highly successful drug 

manufacturers, building a massive drug empire. In this episode, they plan a train heist in which they 

steal an important chemical for the manufacturing process. They stop the train with a broken-down 

truck and replace the stolen chemical with water using a powerful pump. 

The Video - First Watch 

Watch the video the first time and answer the comprehension questions true or false: 

1) This is the only scene that was filmed in Albuquerque.   

2) They had four days to film the entire scene. 

3) The man who wrote the script was also the director of the episode. 

4) The top speed of the train is 30 mph (miles per hour). 

5) The crew lose a rattlesnake they bought at the supermarket. 

6) Bill Burr wasn't allowed to drive the dump truck.  

7) It took three hours to repair the train. 

8) They had to train in the gym in order to prepare for the hard work on scene. 

9) The actor who played the young boy knows how to ride a motorbike and likes spiders. 

10) The spider is a species from Chile. 

 

Second Watch 

Look at the following idiomatic phrases and phrasal verbs used by the crew to talk about filming the 

scene. Do you understand what any of them mean? Watch the video again and try to guess the 

meaning from the context. 

(00:00 - 00:34) "there were various ideas that were kicked around..." 

"somebody threw out..." 

"...and then it was full steam ahead." 
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(00:45 - 02:46) "Nina keeps the train rolling." 

"He's the man; he says something about the train, it goes." 

"...maybe we can get by with just one train car..." 

"...we snook in under the wire with everything..." 

(02:49 - 03:30) 

 

"I was like a kid in a candy store." 

 "...this was my first stab at it..." 

(03:45 - 4:13) "...before we moved on from that..." 

"...it was so worth it..." 

(05:36 - 05:47) "...the only way to really pull this off was to..." 

(06:58 - 07:05) "George was really under the gun with that whole set up..." 

(07:55 - 09:11) "There was so much at stake..." 

"...the whole thing's going to hell..." 

(11:50 - 12:20) 

 

"Envision this situation..." 

"I figured that I'd probably..." 

(12:50 - 14:08) "...by the skin of their teeth..." 

"...you kind of get used to them..." 

(14:40 - 15:15) 

 

"...[it] helps to power everyone through..." 

"...it was a wild ride..." 

 

Extension Activity: Three Stories 

All of the vocabulary above can be used (as it is in the video) to describe working on and completing 

projects. 

You are going to prepare three anecdotes about projects you have been involved in and try to 

integrate some of the language above. The stories could be related to work, education or something 

you have done in your own time e.g. when your car broke down in the middle of nowhere. At least 

one of the stories should be made up and at least one should be true.  

When you have finished tell your stories to a partner/the class and they should guess if the story is 

true or false. 

e.g. 

One day I was driving in the country with my brother and the car broke down. We didn't know what 

to do so we kicked around a few ideas. We decided to try and fix the car ourselves but we couldn't 

pull it off so we phoned a mechanic to come and help. He made us pay a lot of money and I figured 

he was overcharging us but we were in trouble so I thought it was worth it. We paid him and then it 

was full steam ahead! 


